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HP 16GB DDR3 1066MHz memory module 1 x 16 GB

Brand : HP Product code: A0R55A

Product name : 16GB DDR3 1066MHz

1x 16GB DDR3 1066MHz, Quad, PC3-8500, CAS-7

HP 16GB DDR3 1066MHz memory module 1 x 16 GB:

For Intel Xeon E7 Family only
HP 16GB DDR3 1066MHz. Component for: PC/Server, Internal memory: 16 GB, Memory layout (modules
x size): 1 x 16 GB, Internal memory type: DDR3, Memory clock speed: 1066 MHz, CAS latency: 7

Features

Buffered memory type Registered (buffered)
CAS latency 7
Internal memory * 16 GB
Memory layout (modules x size) * 1 x 16 GB

Features

Internal memory type * DDR3
Memory clock speed * 1066 MHz
Component for * PC/Server
Memory channels Quad-channel
Memory ranking 4
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